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ABSTRACT
The number of internet users is increasing everyday, the
number of security threats is growing as well. Browser warn-
ings try to avoid users from being defrauded. They warn the
users about the possibility of a threat, but it is always up
to the user to decide whether to heed or ignore the warn-
ing. One main issue is the overwhelming amount of security
warnings that each user might face, which makes it hard
for the user to distinguish between serious or trivial threats.
Better warnings can be created by considering items such
as: how to design the display of warnings that affects the
user’s attention; how to involve social psychological factors
in designing the warnings to have an impact on the user’s
decision; or realizing when to present a warning message
and etc. The aim of this seminar paper is to first present
the reasons why the users ignore a browser warning or turn
it off and afterwards to discuss some recommendations for
creating more effective warnings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
While surfing the internet, the user might visit an infectious
website. Browsers like Google Chrome and Firefox will try
to stop the user by showing a warning message, but it is
always up to the user to proceed or return to a previous
page. This indicates that the role of the user should not be
ignored by security practitioners.

There are three kinds of browser warnings: malware warn-
ing which appears when a website intends to damage a com-
puter or steal information, phishing happens when the user
is sent to a fake website instead of the real one and SSL
warning pop ups when an invalid security certificate is iden-
tified.

Every day internet users are targeted by viruses, malwares,
worms, phishing, etc. Users who do not pay attention to
the warnings might believe that they are able to distinguish
a real threat from a fake one. They extremely trust their
ability or might think they have nothing to lose and are
less susceptible. Stealing is not always about money, it can
be the user′s information. The victims do not consider the
ability of the scammers who can steal their information [14].
The scammers can use the victims personal information and
create a bank account, buy or rent a property, etc.

In May and June 2013, a study[1] analyzed more than 25
million warning screens in Google chrome and Firefox to
find the percentage of users which heed web browser security
warnings. Users faced a by-passable browser warning given
the option to click trough the warning by ’choosing proceed
anyway’ in Google chrome or ’understood the risk’ in Fire-
fox. The authors implemented some metrics in browsers to
count the number of times that users saw a warning but
clicked through without paying attention to it.

Figure 1: Click through rate (number of ignored to
number of shown warnings) for Firefox and Google
chrome malware, phishing and SSL warnings

As the results are shown in Figure 1, user behavior changes
across different warning mechanism designs, hence more ef-
fective security warnings can be created in practice.

In this paper our main research is about how to create less
but effective warnings that can attract the users attention.
The paper is organized as follows: first, we present some
reasons why the users ignore the warnings. Next, we focus
on how to create more effective warning and will present
several approaches which will be followed by a conclusion.

2. REASONS FOR TURNING OFF BROWSER
WARNINGS
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In order to create better warnings, the reasons for ignoring
or turning off the security warnings have to be discovered.
Some individuals will ignore a warning in any way with-
out any reason. They generally click through the security
warning without looking through it. Some others think that
warnings are just related to windows users and other oper-
ating system users can feel safe.

In this section we want to discuss several possible reasons
for turning off browser warnings. Figure 2 is an example of
a malware warning in Google Chrome.

2.1 Trust in automation
Automation has its own problems. Some users do not trust
automated systems, they can not rely on it and would rather
make their own decision. On the other hand some individ-
uals trust automated systems incorrectly. For example they
extremely trust their anti virus applications and think that
the application can protect them from all kind of malwares,
thus will download whatever they want.

The association between the users and automation can be
defined with words misuse and disuse. Misuse means that
people trust an automated system inappropriately which
may lead them to fail. Disuse means that individuals do
not trust an automated system and will ignore its ability[5].
In both situations the users do not have enough knowledge
about the automated systems and may lead them to make
wrong decisions.

Figure 2: Example of a malware warning in Google
Chrome

2.2 Not understand
Not understanding the meaning of a security warning is an-
other reason for ignoring it. Individuals who do not under-
stand the concept of the warning will ignore it easily. For
example when users do not have enough information about
the words SSL or Phishing, they will ignore it without con-
sidering the negative consequences[3].

2.3 Habituation
When the user observes a warning multiple times she might
get used to it. After several times perceiving the same warn-

ing, the user gets confused with the similar looks and can not
distinguish the serious alarms. User’s attention decreases,
thus ignores the exception message without even reading it
once.

2.4 False positives
It is always difficult for the users to distinguish between a
real and serious security warning from a trivial one. Analy-
sis in [6] showed that various users didn’t heed the warnings
since they previously faced several false alarms. This means
that they saw a warning message which tried to stop the
user’s operation, but when they ignored it, it later appeared
to pose no threat. In this case, the users think they can iden-
tify the security risks on their own. For example browsers
might give a false SSL alarm about expired security certifi-
cate of a website. This kind of alarms can be meaningless
like if the computer’s clock is set incorrectly, which makes
the security certificate look expired.

2.5 Hassle
Some individuals are lazy and think heeding to the warning
is waste of time, so will ignore it quickly. Another view is
economic perspective. Herley [8] described that the likeli-
hood of a serious attack happening is relatively low, com-
pared to the cost of effort of reading a warning message,
checking the URL for detecting phishing threats, spending
time to choose strong passwords, etc.

2.6 Trusting high-reputation websites
Users might heed warnings about the websites they visit for
the first time, but they won’t pay attention to the warnings
that appear for a safe high reputation website which the user
visited before[7].

A recent study [7] analyzed around four million different
Chrome malware warning effects. As it is shown in Figure
3, the users are twice as likely to ignore a visited website
which was stored in their browser’s history. Individuals trust
high-reputation websites, thus will not heed to the warnings.

Figure 3: Y indicates the click through rate, for
visited web sites (blue), or new sites (red). Each
point in x axis is a day. 28 days in January 2014 [7].

3. CREATING EFFECTIVE WARNINGS
When a user visits a suspicious website, the browser will
present a warning message to the user. Although the last
decision is always made by the user, effective warnings can
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be designed in a way that can prevent the user from being
in a hazardous situation. In this section first we will discuss
when a warning should be used. Next the focus will be on the
presentation of warnings, afterwards the social psychological
factors will be discussed which showed to have a great impact
on creating effective warnings.

3.1 When should a browser warning be used
As mentioned in [15], one of the main issues in security warn-
ings is the habituation. The user will try to ignore the mes-
sages she has seen several times without reading it. Being
aware about when a browser warning should be shown is im-
portant. Figure 4 shows a graph for risk assessment. Risk
can have two features: The impact it may have and the
probability that it might occur.
Three different zones are presented in Figure 4. The first
zone indicates that the impact of the risk is low, so in this
case it is better to not bother the user, and it is not necessary
to send a security warning. In the second zone, the impact
of risk is high thus the browser should block the user’s ac-
tion without sending any warnings. Only in the third zone
it is required to ask the user to make a decision. When
the impact of the risk is neither low nor high, based on the
probability of risk occurrence, a warning message should be
shown to the user and ask her to choose between ignoring
or heeding to the alarm[15].

Figure 4: Risk assesment [15]

3.2 Active warnings
A good step towards creating effective warning is the usage
of active warnings. New browsers use active indicators in-
stead of the passive one and force interaction with the user.
The warning gives the user choices and recommends the best
option, but it is always up to the user to either heed or ig-
nore the suggestion.

A laboratory study [2] was conducted to examine the effec-
tiveness of active warnings. The authors used the Commu-
nication Human Information Processing Model (C-HIP) of
Wogalter[1] to determine the reasons an indicator is ineffec-
tive. The C-HIP model delivers a warning message to the

receiver, the receiver verifies five processing steps and the
goal is to identify if the warning can change the user behav-
ior. 60 users participated in the study. They were asked to
make a purchase from Ebay or Amazon. After finishing the
payment they had to check email for purchase confirmation
which was a phishing message sent by the examiner. During
the whole process the users were asked to think loudly, and
after the experiment they had to fill out a survey.

3.2.1 Results
The reaction of the users was recorded as shown in the Fig-
ure 5.

Figure 5: The number of participants for different
conditions [2]

79% of participants heeded the active warnings, but for pas-
sive warnings only one user payed attention to the warning.
The results of the processing steps of the (C-HIP) are as
follows:

Attention Switch and Maintenance: Active warnings
interrupt the user’s task and forces her to notice the indica-
tors, but due to keystrokes users may never notice passive
warnings. Warnings should be effective in a way that it
can get the user’s attention. Around 55% of the participant
claimed to read at least one of the phishing messages com-
pletely. 19 participants stated they recognized the message.
The users assumed the message is not serious since they had
seen it before for trusted websites, thus ignored the message.

Comprehension/Memory: This part is to find out if
user understands the meaning of the indicators. As shown
in Figure 5, most Firefox users claimed they understood the
meaning

Attitudes/Beliefs: The authors [2] asked the users about
their attitudes and belief and how it affected their percep-
tion. The answers proved that there is a strong correlation
between trust and obeying the warnings. Most of the users
stated that since it gave them the option of still proceeding
to the website, they thought it couldn’t be that serious. An-
other significant correlation was between knowing the mean-
ing of phishing and paying attention to the message. Having
information about phishing made the users obey warnings.

Motivation: Overall 31 participants heeded the warning
message. The motivation of the participants behavior was
that they thought about the risks they might face and they
wanted to feel safe. But the rest were unaware about the
risks.
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3.2.2 Suggestions
The authors of [2] presented the following suggestions:

• Interrupt users primary task and force her to notice
the warning and take an action by active warnings

• Recommend a clear option which is the best choice for
the user.

• If an indicator is not read by the users, then the warn-
ing should take the recommended action. This means
in active warnings if the users close the message with-
out reading it it should prevent the user from visiting
the website.

• Indicators must prevent habituation. The more serious
warnings should be designed different from less serious
ones. In this instance, the users won’t recognize and
thus will pay attention to the message.

• The warning should be designed in a way that can
draw inappropriate trust away from the user, so that
the user won’t trust for example their anti virus and
heed the warning.

3.3 Warning design guidelines
Based on the work of [15] some general guidelines for the
design of warnings will be discussed in this section.

Describe the risk clearly: An indicator should be de-
signed to protect the user from being in an unsafe situation.
Every warning should clarify the risk the user might face,
the consequences of not heeding to it, and options for avoid-
ing the risk.

Be concise and accurate: A warning should be brief
but accurate. It should avoid long, technical and offensive
text. Technical terms should be replaced with words that are
easy to understand for users. At the same time the warning
should include enough information that the user can per-
ceive the risk in simple words without being oblivious to it.

Offer meaningful options: Indicators should contain two
or more choices and it should suggest the best option for the
user. Moreover, instead of using options like ’Ok’ or ’Can-
cel’ for disregarding the warnings, it is better to use a clear
option like ’ignore this warning’. Over and above that, the
location of the recommended option must be above all the
other choices.

Follow a consistent layout: Figure 6 shows a suggested
layout for warning messages.

• As shown in Figure 6 critical warnings should not have
a close button at the upper right corner of the message,
to force the user to read the content.

• The indicator should contain an icon for showing the
seriousness of the warning message.

• The primary text of the warning should be a clear
single sentence that can convey the importance of the
message

Figure 6: Warning design guideline [15]

• The warning should include secondary text for giving
more information to the user but it is better to be
hidden and be presented if the users clicks the more
information option.

• A question should be asked about the action the user
wants to take.

• Several options should be provided, and the recom-
mended option should be the first one.

• It is good to use secondary option at the bottom of the
message like ’help’ which does not respond directly to
the question asked from the user

In previous sections the presentation of warnings was dis-
cussed. The next section will focus on some social psycho-
logical factors used by scammers.

3.4 Social psychological factors
The goal is to create less but more effective warnings in order
to improve risk communication. The social psychological
factors discussed in [3] are: influence of authority, social
influence, concrete threats and vague threats, which will be
defined as follows:

3.4.1 Influence of authority:
Scammers are able to defraud users using the influence of
authority. The scammers will act in the role of a trusted au-
thority figure. Victims will trust requests from these scam-
mers, since individuals tend to agree to request from author-
ity figures. For example Murphy [9] showed that when the
users trust the tax authorities, their willingness to pay taxes
will increase. Another example [11] would be that when in-
dividuals receive emails from an ostensible doctor which sug-
gests some drugs, they will trust the suggestion since they
believe in doctors generally. In this instance, better warn-
ing can be created using influence of authority, which leads
the users to heed to the warnings presented by a trusted
authority figure.
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3.4.2 Social influence:
Social influence is another factor in social psychology, and it
happens when individual thoughts and actions are affected
by other people in the society. Being susceptible to social
influence is one of the main features of peoples. Design and
fashion in a community is a clear picture of social influ-
ence[12]. In marketing, the costumer will buy the item that
the seller has suggested to her, even if is not her preferred
item[13]. A person tends to commit more crimes if she finds
out that the other members of the community also comply
with committing crimes [10]. In this case, social influence
can be considered for creating better warnings. The indi-
viduals which are more susceptible to social influence will
comply to the request from other people from the society,
for example Facebook friends, and will heed or ignore warn-
ings.

3.4.3 Concrete and vague threats:
[16] showed that individuals which had already an informa-
tion about the fraud, or individuals who tried to probe the
request sent by the scammer, were less likely to be scammed.
Individuals are likely to feel safe and be away from risky sit-
uations. Warning messages should be created in a way that
present clear information about the negative consequences.
Using concrete threats compared to vague ones, helps the
individuals to gain more information about the frauds, thus
will lead them to pay attention to the warnings.

3.4.4 Study:
500 users participated in the survey recruited via Amazon
Turk. Five different conditions (warning) were presented to
the user shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Five different warning texts [3]

3.4.5 Result:
The research [3] showed that concrete threats had the most
significant effect on users behavior. In general when users

get a clear understanding about the threat and risky situ-
ation they can decide better and will heed to the warning.
Appeal to authority was another factor which had influenced
the users decision. When individuals receive the message
from a trusted authority figure they will accept it easier,
thus will pay attention to it. Another factor that had an
impact on users was social influence. Individuals would click
through a warning if their friends told them it is safe.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper first several reasons were presented why the
users turned off the browser warnings. Mistrust or trust in
automation led the users to make wrong decisions in differ-
ent situations. Misunderstanding the concept of the warning
made the users to ignore or turn off the warnings. Receiv-
ing bunch of false positive warnings which later appeared to
pose no threat, was another reason for users to don’t heed to
warning. Some other users think heeding to the warning is
waste of time. Also, users won’t pay attention to the warn-
ings that appear for a safe high reputation website which
user visited before.

For creating less but effective warnings several suggestions
were presented. Taking into account the design guidelines
given by[15], can help to design an appropriate warning
which will have a great impact on users decision. Creat-
ing active warnings was another suggestion studied by[2].
Active warnings showed to have a better effect compared
to passive indicators since they interrupt the user’s primary
task and force her to notice the warning and take an action.

Beside focusing just on warning’s presentation, other items
such as social psychological factors like appeal to authority,
social influence, concrete and vague threat can also have a
great impact on user’s behavior. Scammers used the men-
tioned items to fraud the victims by introducing themself
as an authority figure and by gaining the users trust. The
authors [3] mentioned it is best to create concrete warnings.
This means that instead of using just a phrase like ”‘this site
might harm your computer”’, it is better to use phrases like
”’ This site wants to steal your bank account details”’. The
user needs to get a clear illustration about the consequences
of ignoring the warning.
Trusted authority figure was another factor presented in [3]
which showed to have a great impact on users behavior. The
individuals trusted the warnings that came from a trusted
authority.

However, at the end every person has to decide whether
she wants to pay attention to the alarms or not. Warn-
ing designers should be more accurate in creating indica-
tors. Warnings should be more intelligent and should avoid
interrupting the user with useless SSL warnings which are
mostly false alarms,. On the other hand they should block
the user’s action when it is a serious dangerous situation
. Beside that people need to increase their knowledge and
have got to be carefully taught about security threats. The
information about the existing frauds has to be spread very
soon through the society.
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